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for this product! (Please note that the color shown in the video may no longer be available.) Rollin&#039; deep is mandatory when
styling these sleek Elmore shades from Von Zipper&trade;. Part of the Shift Into Neutral (S.I.N.) collection. This collection features
sunglasses that are made from environmentally-friendly and sustainable oil derived from the castor bean. This magical oil is a
non-toxic, renewable resource that can be used to create frames with the same strength and flexibility as traditional sunglasses...
while maintaining a supple hand that is as endearing as a goodnight kiss. It&#039;s Von Zipper&#039;s way of leaving the campsite
better than they found it. Offers 100% UV protection from the sun&#039;s harmful rays. Six-base spherical lens delivers wrapped
coverage and full-on style Polycarbonate lens is highly impact resistant. Grilamid nylon frame is tough and durable. Five-barrel
stainless steel optical hinges. Comes in a cotton sunglass bag that&#039;s minimally packaged for reduced waste. Made in Italy.
Dimensions:
Frame Width: 150.5mm
Lens: 45.5mm high x 62mm wide
Bridge: 15.5mm
Temple Length: 136mm Measurements: Temple Length: 136 1&frasl;10 mm Lens Width: 150 1&frasl;2 mm Bridge: 15 2&frasl;5
mm This product may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact us at for full
manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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